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Olympic Elite Folding Exam StationTM

Equipment Shelf 
Stores examination tools 

and equipment. Easy to 
see and reach.

Corian® Top 
Sparkling White non-
slip top. Patient friendly. 
Anti-drip edge.

Comfort - Convenience - Advanced Styling
See Your Patients In A Whole New Light

Precision Scale 
Accuracy +/- 0.1 
lb. Large, easy to 
read digital screen.

Accessory Sockets 
One on each side for 
Olympic accessories.

Power Strips
3 Outlets, 1 Type-A and 

1 Type-C USB port.

LED Ambiance Lighting 
Adjustable to your preference. Color 

selectable, dimmable, on/off.

Now... A More Comfortable Exam Environment
The Olympic Folding Exam Station™ provides a more comfortable 
exam room environment for patients, caregivers and clients. 
Patients will appreciate the comfortable, grippy, non-reflective 
Corian surface. Caregivers will appreciate how everything they need 
is located right at their fingertips so there’s little need to turn their 
back on a patient, a significant aid in avoiding scratches and bites. 
And clients will appreciate the many advanced features and the 
sterility indicator lights, reassurance that they are receiving state-of-
the-art care for their pets.

Next Level Convenience and Efficiency
The Olympic Folding Exam Station™ is far more than an exam table. 
In fact, it is designed to replace all the other furnishings in your exam 
room, significantly improving cleanliness and operating efficiency. 
With its built-in precision scale, you’ll no longer need to rely on 
a questionable weight recorded in the lobby. Another innovative 
feature is the drop-in socket on each side of the Exam Station. 
These allow the table to be quickly customized throughout the day. 
Each socket accommodates a swing arm with 2 sockets that can 
accommodate any combination of Olympic accessories including a 
laptop tray, instrument tray, storage tray, LED exam light or Woods 

light with magnifier. Power strips on both sides of the table, each 
with 3 outlets and a USB-C and -A port ensure the floor will always 
be free of cords. And finally, for your equipment and supply storage 
needs, there is a large Corian shelf at the top of the exam station. 
As a complete system, these innovations assure that everything you 
use is always right at your fingertips so you can work in ergonomic 
comfort and efficiency.

Advanced Styling and Features
The Olympic Folding Exam Station™ includes dimmable LED 
ambiance lighting that casts a welcoming light over the room 
and provides an opportunity for fun interactions between staff 
and clients. We recommend the light be set to RED at the end 
of a procedure indicating that the room is ready for cleaning and 
switched to GREEN when the room is ready for the next patient. 
The Sparkling White Corian tabletop, backsplash and storage shelf 
provide a touch of class and are further assurance that the room is 
sparkling clean. This material is designed to look as fresh and vibrant 
after many years of use as it does on day one. Integrating these 
tables into your architectural plan or existing exam rooms could not 
be easier, as each table is identical on the left and right sides.



3-year Olympic Warranty. All parts and labor.

Olympic Elite Folding Exam Station™ - Base Model ....... Model 52001
Features Corian® Top, Built-in Scale, sterility indicator lights, selectable 
ambiance lighting, 2 three-socket power strips with USB-C and -A outlets, 
Storage Shelf, and 2 sockets ready for Olympic accessories.

Olympic Elite Folding Exam Station™ - Complete ........... Model 52002
Features Corian® Top, Built-in Scale, sterility indicator lights, selectable 
ambiance lighting, 2 three-socket power strips with USB-C and -A outlets, 
Storage Shelf, and 2 sockets ready for Olympic accessories. Includes 2 
Standard Swing Arms with 2 sockets each, Swiveling Laptop Tray, Standard 
Height-Adjustable Instrument Tray, and Olympic LED Exam Light.

Order From Your Distributor

Accessories
IV Pole ..................................................................................Model 51081
Olympic LED Exam Light ...................................................Model 50970
Olympic Advanced LED Procedure Light ........................Model 50971
Olympic SoloMax LED Procedure Light ..........................Model 50972
Swiveling Laptop Tray ....................................................... Model 50988
Swiveling Monitor Tray ..................................................... Model 50990
Standard Swing Arm with 2 sockets ................................Model 51086
10" Arm Extension (adds 3rd socket) ............................. Model 50996
Standard Instrument Tray 13"x10" ...................................Model 51087
Large Instrument Tray 19"x13" .........................................Model 51884

Storage Shelf
The 21" x 11" storage shelf 
provides all the space you need 
for commonly-used supplies or 
equipment.

Patients Are At-Ease on the Grippy, 
Non-Reflective Corian Surface
The Folding Exam Station is suitable for 
patients up to 50 lbs. Tabletop surface 
measures 21" x 40".

Folds Away to Save Space
The table folds down and stows 
against the wall when not in use.

Accessories can be easily adjusted 
without tools
Olympic accessories drop into sockets 
on the swing arms. Table can be used 
with or without accessories.

The exam room can be cast in a gentle light to indicate state of 
sterility or to satisfy the preferences of caregivers or clients.

Folds Easily
Gentle-Touch levers control gas 
struts that allow tabletop to fold 
down gently when not in use, while 
providing assitance when lifting 
into place.

Swing Arms for Olympic 
Accessories
Double-socket swing arms are 
available to mount in the sockets 
on either side of the table. Each can 
hold up to 2 Olympic accessories.

Precision Digital Scale
Built-in precision scale under the 
Corian® top. Scale has weight 
averaging, accuracy +/- 0.1 lb, 
lb/kg selection, large, easy-read 
numbers. Lifetime accuracy 
guaranteed.

LED Color Selection Dial
You can select any color that fits 
your brand. Or you can select 
Green or Red as sterility indicator 
lights. Lights are dimmable and can 
be turned off.


